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1. Introduction  

Financial analysts serve an important information intermediary role in capital markets 

(Frankel et al. 2006; Ramnath et al. 2008). Through their research, they process and interpret 

public corporate disclosures, corporate events, and news for investors, and also provide investors 

new information they discover from their private research efforts. However, the evidence in the 

extant academic literature on the relative importance of the analyst information interpretation and 

information discovery roles is mixed (Ivkovic and Jegadeesh 2004;Livnat and Zhang 2012). 

While these studies employ different samples and research methodologies, they uniformly infer 

analyst information roles from the immediate equity market reaction to the issuance of analyst 

reports. This research design suffers from two unrealistic assumptions: 1) investors fully 

understand and instantaneously incorporate the information provided by analysts into stock 

prices; 2) researchers are unable to disentangle the immediate market reaction to the information 

content of analyst reports and that of the earnings release or the conference call.  

As the machine-readable textual data become pervasive nowadays, researchers are 

empowered to extract and analyze the qualitative information provided by analysts. In this study, 

we compare and contrast the information content of sell side analyst reports issued on the day of 

or the day after conference calls (  ) to that in earnings conference calls (  ). Specifically, we 

ask (1) do the vast number of analyst reports issued promptly after one of the most important 

regular corporate disclosure events – earnings release and the adjoining conference call – provide 

incremental information to the discussions in these calls, and (2) when do analysts play an 

information discovery role and an information interpretation role? In stark contrast to prior work, 

we do not rely on the immediate stock price reaction around the earnings release as a measure of 

information content; rather, we introduce several novel measures of the thematic content of 

analyst reports and conference calls and use these measures to test the relative information 

content of analyst reports as well as their information discovery and interpretation roles. 

To construct these measures, we rely on an advanced natural language processing technique 

in information retrieval research called Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA). Developed in a 

seminal paper by Blei et al. (2003), LDA is a robust method that relies on statistical correlations 

among words in a large set of documents to discover and quantify their latent thematic structure 

(or, topics). LDA can be thought of as a dimensionality-reduction technique, similar to cluster 

analysis or principle components analysis, but designed specifically for use with text. The 

algorithmic procedure of LDA is able to handle a massive collection of documents impossible 

for human coders to process. Moreover, as an unsupervised statistical learning method, LDA 

does not require training data, annotation, or any prespecified topic labels from the researchers. 

These desirable features lead to a widespread application of LDA in a variety of fields.  

2. Hypotheses development  

2.1. Analyst information role immediately after earnings conference calls 

In contrast to prior research that assigns analysts either an information interpretation or an 

information discovery role, a more realistic depiction is that analysts engage in a combination of 

these roles. First, theoretical models in Kim and Verrecchia (1994) suggest that public 



information disclosure triggers analysts to produce idiosyncratic information, because analysts 

combine their private research effort with the information disclosed during public corporate 

disclosure to produce “uniquely privately inferred information” about firms’ future prospects 

(Mayew et al. 2013). Second, analysts likely compete to issue reports quickly after this 

significant information event and take this opportunity to signal their superior ability to interpret 

the large amount of qualitative and quantitative information in the conference calls, as well as 

provide new, private information heretofore unknown to their clients and investors. Accordingly:  

H1a: Analysts serve the information discovery role in reports issued immediately after earnings 

conference calls; 

H1b: Analysts serve the information interpretation role in reports issued immediately after 

earnings conference calls.  

2.2. Cross-sectional determinants of analyst information discovery role 

We predict that the importance of the analyst information discovery role is increasing in 

firms’ proprietary costs. An extensive theoretical literature on proprietary cost (see reviews in 

Verrecchia 2001) demonstrates that proprietary costs represent a significant consequential 

disclosure cost that prevents managers from being forthcoming. When proprietary cost is high, 

the impact on the capital market due to proprietary information being withheld tends to be 

greater, implying a greater value of the withheld information to investors, as well as a higher 

investor demand for additional sources of information. Therefore, we hypothesize that:  

H2a: The importance of analyst information discovery role immediately after earnings 

conference calls increases with firms’ proprietary cost.  

Implicit in our arguments motivating H2a is the assumption that analysts engage in greater 

information discovery for firms with high proprietary cost as a response to investors’ demand for 

more information. We empirically test this assumption by examining whether investors value the 

analyst information discovery role, and, specifically, whether investors place a greater weight on 

analyst information discovery for firms with high proprietary cost. Thus, we hypothesize:  

H2b: Investors value the analyst information discovery role, and view this role as more valuable 

for firms with high proprietary cost.  

2.3. Cross-sectional determinants of analyst information interpretation role 

Evidence in prior research suggests that the information processing cost of earnings 

conference calls is generally high because some of managers’ spoken disclosure tends to be 

informal and unstructured, involves ambiguous language, subjective evaluation, and a significant 

amount of non-financial information (Frankel et al. 1999). Accordingly, we predict that:  

H3a: The importance of the analyst information interpretation role immediately after earnings 

conference calls increases with the costs of processing the information in these calls. 

Similar to our discussion above, H3a relies on the assumption that analysts increase their efforts 

to interpret the discussions in conference calls when these discussions are hard to interpret, in 

response to investors’ demand for clearer information. Accordingly, our final prediction is that:  

H3b: Investors value the analyst information interpretation role, and view this role as more 

valuable when the information processing cost of the discussions in earnings conference calls is 

high. 

3. Measurement of information discovery and information interpretation  

We use LDA output to (see Blei 2012 for a review) to construct four related measures for 

the information discovery and information interpretation roles played by analysts.  

3.1 Measuring information discovery based on differences in the distribution of topics between 

analyst reports and conference calls 



We use the following procedure to construct the topic vector (  ) of a document  : first, we 

separate each sentence in a document into words; then, using the topic-word frequency matrix  , 

we construct a frequency vector for each word containing the number of times it appears in each 

of the   topics. For each sentence, we then sum the frequencies of the words in each topic and 

assign the sentence to the topic with the highest combined frequency. The fraction of document d 

that is dedicated to a discussion of topic   (   ) equals the number of sentences that are assigned 

to the topic   divided by the total number of sentences in document  . Formally,  

                               (             ), (1) 

where     represents the fraction of the discussion in a document devoted to topic k.  

3.2 Measuring information interpretation based on differences in word usage between analyst 

reports and conference calls  

     Our empirical tests of the analyst interpretation role are based on a statistical comparison of 

the distribution of words used by analysts and managers to discuss the top ten topics in the 

presentation part of the conference call. To conduct this test, we extract the amount of discussion 

dedicated of each of the top ten    topics in the    and the    and construct a vector of the 

word usage for each topic:   

                                   (            )   
                                    (            )   

(2) 

where each element of these vectors (   ) is the frequency of word w in the discussion of topic 

  in the respective document (  is the total number of unique words in the corpus). 

3.3 Measuring the amount of information discovery in analyst reports 

Our empirical tests of the determinants of the analyst information discovery role require a 

summary measure of the amount of information discovery contained in analyst reports issued 

promptly after earnings conference calls. We define this measure as one minus the cosine 

similarity between the distribution of topics in a conference call and that in the adjoining analyst 

reports (i.e., one minus the cosine similarity between the topic vector of    and    in Eq. 1). 

Formally, we measure analyst information discovery as: 
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where       (     ) is the fraction of the discussion in    (  ) devoted to topic k. Intuitively, 

information discovery occurs when analysts introduce topics that are not included in   , or are 

less emphasized by managers in their   .  

3.4 Measuring the extent of information interpretation in analyst reports 

Our empirical tests of the determinants of the analyst information interpretation role require a 

summary measure of the extent to which analyst reports provide interpretation of the information 

contained in   . We define this measure as the average, over the top ten    topics, of one minus 

the cosine similarity between the words used by the analysts to describe each of these topics and 

the words used by managers to discuss the same topics in their    (i.e., the difference between 

    and     for each of the top ten    topics.Formally, our interpretation measure is: 
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where,     is word 1’s frequency in the discussion of topic   in the   ;     is word 1’s 

frequency in the discussion of topic   in the   ;   is the total number of unique words in the 

corpus;   is one of the top ten topics discussed in the   . 

4. Empirical results 

4.1. Tests of Analyst Information Discovery and Information Interpretation Roles 

Our first hypothesis (H1a) is that analysts serve the information discovery role in reports 

issued immediately after earnings conference calls. To test this hypothesis, we compute the 

Pearson’s chi-square statistics and test for the homogeneity of the distribution of topics discussed 

in each    and    pair (i.e., we test the null that        , see equation 1). The Pearson’s chi-

square test is a standard statistical test for the homogeneity of the frequency distribution of 

certain events (i.e., the frequency of the sentences in each of the 60 topics in our setting) 

observed in two or more samples.  

The mean (median) value of the chi-square statistic across all 17,750 pairs of    and    is 

103.1 (94.17), indicating that the homogeneity between the topic distribution in these documents 

is rejected 71.7% of the time (at the 10% level). That is, in 71.7% of prompt analyst reports, the 

set of topics discussed is statistically different than those discussed in the immediately preceding 

  . This evidence supports the information discovery role in analyst reports.  

Next, we empirically test the analyst information interpretation role (H1b). Our tests attempt 

to statistically distinguish between analyst reports that describe the key topics in    using words 

that are similar to those used by managers to describe the same topics, from those reports that use 

a different set of words to describe these topics. The latter set of reports likely transformed and 

paraphrased the information contained in the public disclosure or provided a new perspective, 

consistent with a meaningful interpretation role. 

Empirically, for each   -   pair, we use the Pearson’s chi-square to test whether the words 

used by managers and analysts for a given    topic are significantly different (i.e., we test the 

null that             in equation 2 for each of the top ten    topics). We focus on the top ten 

   topics to avoid the noise introduced by economically less important topics. Out of a total of 

167,544 top ten    topics in our sample, the homogeneity between the distribution of words 

used to describe these topics in    and    is rejected (at the 10% level) for 49.4% of the sample. 

That is, in each set of reports issued promptly after the   , analysts provide statistically 

significant interpretation for an average of five of the top ten    topics.   

4.2 Tests of the determinants of analyst information discovery and interpretation roles 

 We follow literature (Li et al. 2013;Huang et al. 2014;Frankel et al. 2006) to measure firm’s 

proprietary costs and to capture the information processing cost the in earnings conference calls.  

Untabulated regression results of tests of the cross-sectional determinants of the analyst 

information discovery role show that the coefficient estimates on the proprietary cost measures 

are positive and significant in all specifications. This evidence supports H2a that the amount of 

information analysts discover in reports issued promptly after conference calls is increasing in 

firms’ proprietary cost. The coefficient estimates on the control variables indicate that the 

amount of information discovery in prompt analyst reports is also increasing in the sign and 

magnitude of the earnings news, but is decreasing in the length of the analyst reports. 



The regression results of tests of the cross-sectional variation in the analyst information 

interpretation role suggests that, consistent with H3a, the amount of information interpretation 

analysts provide in reports issued promptly after earnings conference calls increases when the 

information contained in these calls is more difficult for investors to process. The coefficient 

estimates on the control variables indicate that analyst information interpretation role is greater 

for firms reporting negative earnings surprise, smaller firms, and firms with lower ratios of book-

to-market (i.e., growth firms).  

To test H2b and H3b, we regress investor reaction to the issuance of    on our measures of 

analyst information discovery and information interpretation, as well as interaction terms of 

these measures with             and          . The coefficients on           and 

          are positive and significant, indicating that the information discovery and 

interpretation provided by analysts trigger incremental market reactions. This result provides 

further validation that our information content measures based on the thematic topics generated 

by LDA likely capture the informativeness of these documents, as perceived by investors.  

5. Conclusions 

We analyze the information content of analyst research reports and the role they play in 

discovering and interpreting corporate financial disclosures to capital market participants. To do 

so, we introduce novel measures of the information content of textual data that rely on 

algorithmic analyses of the themes (or topics). Our study advances the understanding of the 

information role of analysts as well as the determinants of their information discovery and 

information interpretation roles, by explicitly quantifying the semantic content of analyst 

research reports and contrasting it with managers’ discussions in earnings conference calls. 

Additionally, we introduce measures of the information content of textual disclosures that do not 

rely on equity market reactions to the release of these disclosures.  
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